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Abstract
The p-hub allocation problem has been an area of study among scholars, and many constraints
upon the selection of the hubs had been examined. This paper explored this topic to yield
maximum profit from two objectives simultaneously: 1) Minimize the total cost. 2) Minimize
the number of 2-stop routes. The purpose of this small-domain study was to examine how the
two objectives affect the selection of the hubs. Linear programming coded in Python was used
to carry out the calculation. The results of these analyses indicated there existed a trade-off
between the two objectives above. Sets of hubs were chosen as potential optimal solutions
which yielded a convex linear curve fit line.

Keywords: Profit Maximization, Linear Programing, Passengers’ Utility, Operation
Research, Hub-and-Spoke, Network Design.
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1. Introduction
In a highly connected era like 21st century, networks are created among diverse
industries along with the adoption of globalization. Internet, telecommute systems, aviation
systems, delivery systems, and route planning are some parts of the network economy.
Network economy is very different from a normal competitive market which has free entry
and perfect competition. Grove (1996) pointed out that in the network industries where “only
the paranoid survive,” the huge amount of the initial investment goes to innovation and
research because technology must evolve rapidly so that the products are always updated. The
huge and risky sunk cost in building and maintaining the network makes the economies of
network industries become monopolistically competitive.
The most iconic characteristic of the network economy is the “network effects” or
“network externalities,” where the value of a product or a service increases as more people
using it, which demonstrates increasing returns to scale (Rohlfs, 1974; Katz/Shapiro, 1986;
Arthur, 1990; Economides, 1996; Zaimović & Avdić,2014). A transportation system is a
typical example, applying the structure of the network economy; the more broadly and more
connected the system influences, the more demand this system can satisfy, and thus more
people will prefer using it.
Transportation industries, especially the air transportation, have affected current
humans’ daily life greatly and are essential to socio-economic development (Janušováv &
Čičmancová, 2016). As the global economy growing and technology evolving in rocket speed
after 2010s, the aviation industry is facing huge demand increase from all over the
world. Over 1300 additional city-pairs (two cities have direct connecting flight) are built
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through the year of 2018 and almost reached 22,000 city-pairs in total (IATA Annual Review,
2018). In 2017, the global aviation growth rate was 8.1% and reached the highest level ever
within past 10 years, estimating the annual global growth will be 4.6% till the year of 2038
(Mazareanu, 2019).
To satisfy the excess demand without raising the plane tickets’ prices rapidly, the
aviation industry needs to rebuild the current network system to increase its capacity
of infrastructure to achieve economies of scale due to the volume. This can be realized by
increasing investment in improving the carriers’ capacities with lower operation cost, but
Zaimović & Avdić (2014) state that “the success in the network economy is generated from
their compatibility with other products and/or overall size of their networks, and not
necessarily from their superior technology/solutions.” In the airline industries, the high entry
cost already keep the small firms from entering the aviation market, including the cost of
aircrafts, airports, large-scale research, and professional crews, etc. So once an improved craft
model is launched on the market, most of the big airline companies will be able to purchase it
as soon as possible. It is hard for airline companies to have compatibility in leading
technology.
Thus, providing better service and building a better network can be a more cost-efficient
and time-efficient method for airline companies to stay competitive. With this goal,
“hubbing” is used by many airlines to expand the size of the network airline by
concentrating flights at certain major cities or “hubs” and then distributing the flow to other
cities or “spokes” that are connected to them (Kanafani 1985). This methodology represents
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“flow consolidation and dissemination” (Tan, P. Z., & Kara, B. Y. ,2007) using “collectiondistribution centers for their passengers” (Kanafani 1985).
“Hubbing” is essential in the airline industry because the breath of the airline
company’s network greatly affects the demand of the consumers. The more airports the
network covers, the more demand would be served in this network. In the network economy,
consumers’ participation directly affects the product or network value (Kanafani, 1985).
Therefore, it is essential for the airline companies to attract and retain their customers as
well as to differentiate themselves from the competitors through “offering an adequate
standard of service quality for consequently, reaching a higher profitability” (Kalemba &
Campa-Planas, 2017). Airports need to communicate more frequently by scheduling more
flights and new hubs need to be built. This “network effects” offers increasing returns over
demand, which “directly challenge an important principle of classical economic
theory that posits decreasing (and eventually negative) returns to scale in most markets”
(Gottinger, 2003).
Hubs allocation problem (HAP) in aviation industry is a classic “economic network
design problem” (Inoue et al., 2013), which has been studied by many scholars and better
allocation is proved to bring both direct and indirect benefits to airline companies
(Gottinger,2003; Wang & Wang,2019; Smyth & Pearce, 2007; Doganis, 2009; Pearce, 2013;
Toh, & Higgins, 1985 ). Direct benefits include very low marginal costs (Gottinger, 2003)
and low variable cost of serving a passenger in reasonably designed (Smyth & Pearce, 2007;
Doganis, 2009; Pearce, 2013). Another direct benefit is that the hub-and-spoke network
system allows variation in aircraft related to the demand for different routes, so that airline
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companies can consolidate their passengers at the hub and then fly on to their ultimate
destination (the spokes) in a smaller aircraft, which “increases load factors and helps drive
down fares” (Gottinger, 2003). The most intuitive benefit of studying HAP is that it can make
the current network achieve efficient spatial coverage (Wang& Wang, 2019), meaning that
the number of destinations that can be serviced by the airline company will increase which
increases consumers’ demand and results in “positive externalities” (Gottinger, 2003).
Especially in large geographical areas, such as the U.S., many airline companies like
American Airlines, United Airlines and Delta Air Lines currently operates ten, seven and
eight hubs, respectively, to serve different regions of USA. If hubs are well-located, the
network can “reduce the airline’s congestion costs and save passengers’ time” comparing to
point-to-point system, since the scheduling is more frequent and pricing is lowing (Wang &
Wang, 2019). Scholars use the “network effects” to explain HAP which follows the
“Metcalfe's law” that networks increase in value for the consumer as nodes are added and the
system expands. (Shapiro& Varian, 1999; Gottinger, 2003). With fixed cost per flight, a welldeveloped and efficient network can allocate consumers at approximately maximum level to
each flight, so that the operation cost is lowered, revenue is maximized, and the profit, which
equals the revenue minus the total cost, is thus maximized.
There are also some indirect benefits of studying HAP. For example, an airline company
with a highly developed network usually have higher customer loyalty and retention rate. This
is because the selections are more flexible and time-efficient, which results in better flying
experience for the aviation consumers. Also, a well-developed network can attract more
corporation opportunities among different airlines. For example, Delta Airline has shared
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code flights with the Eastern Airline to serve international aviation consumers across Pacific
area, including Japan, China, Canada, U.S. Another indirect benefit is that building new hubs
will stimulate a development in the airport area which can bring significant potential benefits
in high technology and especially releases the burden of shortage in labor due to increasing in
flow (Kanafani& Ghobrial, 1985). Believing all these benefits, many airline companies chose
to strengthen their network studying HAP.

Due to the high cost of maintaining the complex infrastructure which is massive and
interconnected, if the hub system is unreasonably extended, it can actually lower the
passenger load factor and increase the seat mile operating costs, which greatly damaged the
airline company’s profit (Toh& Higgins, 1985). Also, in the network economy, the “network
effects” causes the very developed network system to grow stronger since it is preferable by
the consumers, and at the same time, the incompatible network system to fail in the
competition (Gottinger, 2003), which results in “longer travel times” and “susceptibility to
cascading flight delays” due to hub congestion (Wang& Wang, 2019). So, precise
measurements and reasonable modeling are considerable parts in HAP when reconstructing a
network that maximizes profit for the airline companies (Hou & Chu, 2019)。 This will help
achieve the economy of scale while providing consumers more choices and time flexibility.

In this paper, a Multi-Objective p-hubs Allocation Problem (MOPAP) is addressed. A
total of p hubs are required to be distributed in a network, where all the hubs are designed to
be fully interconnected. When designing a network system, both objectives of (1) minimizing
the total cost of the building the network and (2) minimizing the flow on the 2-stop flight are
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considered. The reasons for selecting these two objectives will be detailly illustrated in the
following section. Most previous studies addressing MOPAP have included the first objective
and varies in the second objective. This paper convinces the readers using a relatively
intuitive second objective to help them understand MOPAP better.

A Brute-Force search algorithm is used to search all the possible combinations of p-hubs
to guarantee an optimal solution set which makes this problem NP-complete, meaning the
increase in the sample size will result in a huge jump in the programming time. This paper
provides sets of combinations of different p hubs that yield relatively low values in both
objectives mentioned above for airline companies to make decisions upon. The results reveal
a trade-off between the two objectives and the demand (or the flow) did not significantly
influence the hub selection result in this model.

2. Motivation
In this study of the Multi-Objective p-hubs Problem (MOPAP), both objectives of (1)
minimizing the total cost of the building the network and (2) minimizing the flow on the 2stop flight are considered. The first objective is arisen with the basic theory in the classic
economics, where all the firms, institutions and organizations are assumed to wish to
maximize profit 𝜋:
𝜋 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 − 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 (1).
However, the Total Revenue (TR) in the network economy is hard to be quantified precisely
because it is affected by customers’ demand which is determined by many other factors like
dynamic ticket pricing, breath and the size of the network and customers’ satisfaction level
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(Kalemba & Campa-Planas, 2017). Customers’ demand function in the aviation industry can
be modeled as:
𝑄(𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑) = 𝑓(𝑃, 𝜀, 𝑠𝑓) (2),
where P is the price of the ticket and service offered, 𝜀 is the efficiency of the network and
𝑠𝑓 represents the customers’ satisfaction level. From here, 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 (𝑇𝑅) = 𝑃 ∗
𝑄(𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑), and equation (1) becomes 𝜋 = 𝑃 ∗ 𝑄(𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑) − 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡. In order to
maximize profit, 𝜋 ′ = 𝑇𝑅′ − 𝑇𝐶 ′ = 0, that is the marginal revenue (MR) equals marginal
cost (MC). MR is the additional revenue by selling one more unit of the good, and MC is the
additional cost by producing one more unit of the good. MC=MR is a basic rule that the firms
follow in most cases while making decisions.
Now, 𝜋 depends two important variables: Q(demand) and TC. Additionally, TC in the
network economy is also affected by Q(demand) due to the limitation of the network capacity.
If many people are using the network at the same time, the cost of expanding and maintaining
the operation upon this network will also increase. Therefore, to simplify the problem that
these two variables are entangled, the first objective is to lower the TC without concerning
about TR, in another word, TR is fixed.Without the feasibility to maximize TR, minimizing
Total Cost (TC) can maximize profit 𝜋 in the equation (1). Under this assumption, the
maximum 𝜋 occurs with the minimum TC where the gap or difference between TR and TC
is the most significant (MC=MR). Thus, the first objective would lower the total
transportation cost (TC) in the study of the network.
Other than the first objective, improving passengers’ satisfaction should be
considered as well when designing the network. According to equation (2), higher level of
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satisfaction will result in higher demand and thus higher profitability. MC of the network will
decrease with higher demand in the network economy due to the economies of scale, which
has been discussed in the previous section. Therefore, the second objective is introduced to
balance by minimizing the flow on the 2-stop flights so that the distribution of the hubs’
locations is oriented by consumers’ satisfaction level, which bring higher profitability to
airline companies. To illustrate this step by step, we can model the passengers’ satisfactory
level by the utility function (3) first:
𝑈 (𝑋) = ∑! 𝜔! 𝑥! (3),
where 𝑥! is the factor that affects their satisfactory level, and 𝜔! is the relative importance
assigned to 𝑥! . Using linear regression, Theis et al. (2006) publish their results of the impact
of factors such as number of connections (NC) (negative impact), night departure (negative
impact), and on-time performance (OT) (positive impact), meaning that the coefficient is
positive for 𝑥"#

and negative for 𝑥$% , which makes function (3) becomes 𝑈 (𝑋) =

−𝜔$% 𝑥$%& 𝜔"# 𝑥"# + ∑!'"# 𝜔! 𝑥! . Li et al. (2013) found negative relationships between
!'$%

number of connections and OT. As stops (𝑥$% ) increase, the inconvenience, customer
complains (CC) and possibility of missing flights (MB) also increase, which leads to decrease
in utility (function 3) and OT (Li et al., 2013).
Also, Kalemba & Campa-Planas (2017) state that decreasing in OT will decrease the
Airline Quality Rating (AQR) index, which affects significantly “the profitability and Return
On Investment (ROI) of the airlines.” AQR index (Wichita, 2016) depends on four quality
related aspects: on-time arrivals (OT), involuntary denied boarding (DB), mishandled
baggage (MB) and customer complaints (CC), where
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(4),

and OT is the only one has a positive repercussion. It is observable that OT is weighed as the
most important factor and has positive impact affecting the AQR according to the absolute
value of the coefficient weight in equation (4).
With the above acknowledged, the second objective will have positive influence on the
profit 𝜋, ROI (function 4) and passengers’ utility (function 3) by minimizing the number of
the 2-stop flights (𝑥$% ), which increase numbers of OT and thus increase AQR along with
aviation customers’ utility level. This should bring up the profitability and improve the overall
quality provided to the customers as “it can lead to a higher satisfaction and loyalty”
(Kalemba & Campa-Planas, 2017). Moreover, one-stop policy has been examined to be the
most service oriented and would be preferred, enabling the airline to gain higher market
shares (Jaillet et al., 1996).

3. Research Statement
3.1 Network Model
There are many different types of network models that vary by deferent levels of density
and broadness reached. In the aviation network industry, the airports and airline routes are
modeled as nodes and edges. The quantity of the nodes and the connection among the nodes
are the main interest of study in network economics (Gottinger, 2003).

Figure 1．

a)

b)

c)
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Some of the network models applied to the airline network are shown in Figure 1,
representing simplified networks of five airports or “nodes” and the connections among them
or “edges”. The most common two models would be the Direct/Point-to-point network
(Figure 1a), where each node is connected with each other which has a high linking cost but
provides direct flight among all airports, and the Hub-and-Spoke network (Figure 1b), where
node 0 functions as a hub and all the node are connected and can be accessed through the hub.
There also exist some less common network models. Subtour network (Figure 1c)
contains k hubs and n nodes that are evenly divided into m subset, and each subset contains s
(=n/m) nodes. For the network demonstrated in Figure 1c, k=1, n=4, s =2, so four nodes are
divided into two subsets: 1 and 3; 2 and 4. Both subsets are connected to the hub 0 so that the
communication requires the participation of the hub, which demonstrates a linear connection
relationship.
In this paper, the Hub-and-Spoke Network model (Figure 1b) will be applied since most
airline companies have embraced or at least integrated with this network. Lederer &
Nambimadom (1997) found that the Hub-and-Spoke Network will bring the cost of delay,
which is rather high in the airline industry, to relative lowest level comparing to the
Direct/Point-to-point network (Figure 1a) and Subtour network (Figure 1c), so that companies
using this network will have higher compatibility in the market.
HAP was firstly addressed by O’Kelly (1987) revealing the tradeoff between congestion
and the total cost of the network. Many scholars further extended the HAP from there by
exploring MOPAP, and some of the objectives are listed as following (Demır et al. 2019):
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• Minimization of maximum travel time.
• Minimization of the total transportation time.
• Minimization of the sum of waiting times.
• Minimization of total transportation costs (the first objective in this study).
• Minimization of the maximum delay at each hub.
• Minimization of total time for processing the flow collected by the hubs.
• Minimization of total gas emissions.
• Maximization of the total amount of flow delivered in a predefined time.
According to a report from ICAO (2017), the US Major airlines' total operating costs are
made up of aircraft operating expense (44%), servicing expense (29%), reservations and sales
expense (14%), and overhead expense (13%). Due to the difficulty in collecting precise
commercial data, TC in this problem includes the fixed cost of building the hubs (i.e.
increasing the facilities for more aircraft, adding extra ports for aircraft); operational cost for
edges connecting each node (i.e. Fee of increasing air tracks, purchasing aircraft, maintenance
materials, fuel, baggage cargo at the airport); marginal management cost that depends on the
edges’ flow (i.e. passenger meals, flight attendants, crew salary, in-flight services).
To illustrate how the network structure affects Q(demand) and TC in this problem,
network models in Figure 1 can be used as simplified examples. Assume the edges and
demand are not direction-sensitive, meaning that the cost of the edge between node 2 and
node 4 denoted as FC[2,4] equals FC[4,2] and that the demand for flying from 2 to 4 is
D[2,4]=D[4,2]. All three networks inner connect the 5 nodes (0,1,2,3,4), meaning that all
nodes are connected to each with or without a hub. Some random data (Table 1) is used to
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calculate the total cost of the three network models listed, including the fixed cost of building
edge between nodes, fixed hub cost, and fixed flow or demand.

Table 1. Demo Data for Explanation Purpose
“FixedCost” is calculated by adding the cost of the linked edges: all edges in network “a”;
FC[0,3]+ FC[0,4] +FC[0,2]+ FC[0,1] for network “b”; FC[0,3]+ FC[0,4] +FC[4,2]+ FC[3,1]
for network “c.”
“HubCost” is the sum of cost where the node is served as a hub in the network: none in
network “a”; Hub[0] in network “b”; Hub[0]+ Hub[3]+ Hub[4] in network “c.”
“MarginalCost” is calculated by multiplying 0.5 with “FlowOnEdge” which are the same
edges used in calculation for “FixedCost.”
“TotalCost” is the sum of the “FixedCost”, “HubCost”, and “MarginalCost”, which
indicates the first objective function in this MOPAP.
“FlowNeedTransfer” is calculated by subtracting the “FlowOnEdge” from the total
demand in the network, indicating the index of passengers who are not served with direct
flight and need to stop at least. This is an indication of the second objective function in this
MOPAP.
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Figure 2. Result from Data in Table 1
We can see from the result demonstrated in Figure 2 that the network “b” ( the spokeand-hub network model) has the lowest cost (107) among the three networks. Network “b”
commutes all the node with the least number of edges, which yields the least total cost and
guarantee all the nodes are connected at the same time. It is intuitive to see why “hubbing” is
preferred by airline companies. With the lowest cost, the profit is maximized when the TR is
fixed. However, the network “a” serves the most passengers with direct flights, and in fact,
none of them need a transfer stop. Network “a” should result in the highest customers’
demand and satisfaction level, but also very high TC in managing the network. From Figure
2, it is also intuitive to make a hypothesis on the trade-off relationship between the TC and the
number of passengers who need a transfer due to the application of economies of scale.
The airline network uses “hubbing” due to the “indivisibility of aircraft size and the scale
economy it creates” (Kanafani and Ghobrial, 1985). For example, flights with fewer stops can
increase customers’ utility, but at the same time, it results in airline companies using smaller
aircrafts to fly more low-profitable routes with higher marginal cost (MC) to satisfy the
customers. This trade-off will be discussed further in the later sections.
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3.2 Mathematical Model
In this study of MOPAP, both (1) hub locations and (2) network design indicating edge
information are decided using mathematical model with linear programming. Series of
airports are modeled as node, and the airline routes existing are modeled as edges. Here,
spokes are not allowed to connect with each other, and a spoke connects with one and only
one hub. Also, all the hubs are interconnected to make sure that all spokes have access to
other spokes and hubs that are not directly connected to. The number p is a known variable
given before designing the network, representing the total number of hubs required to be
installed in the network. The following mathematical model uses similar notation with Soylu
and Katip (2019) and is adjusted to construct different objectives.
The network is modeled as a directed graph G =(N, E) , where N = {0,1,2,…n} is the set
of nodes representing all the airports in the network, and E is the set of edges that connect the
origin node to the destination node (OD) using symbols like “arc(0,1), arc(0,2).” Set K
contains all the nodes that function as hubs.
𝑤!( represent the flow of the route from origin 𝑖 to the destination 𝑗 as, which
represents the number of passengers or demand on this route i-j. Note that 𝑤!( does not
necessarily equal to 𝑤(! due to the existence of other factors like the difference in
development level between the node 𝑖 and the node 𝑗.
Denote the non-negative length 𝑑 between any two nodes 𝑖, 𝑗 𝜖𝑁 as 𝑑!( which follows
the triangle inequality that 𝑑!) + 𝑑)( ≥ 𝑑!( for any node 𝑝𝜖𝑁.
Define the fixed link cost to provide services on the route 𝑖 − 𝑗 passing through the
hubs 𝑘 and 𝑚 as 𝑐!(*+ , where 𝑘, 𝑚 𝜖𝐾. 𝑐!(*+ = 𝛾𝑑!* + 𝛼𝑑*+ + 𝛿𝑑+( , where usually
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𝛼 < 𝛾, 𝛿 due to the economies of scale since the 𝑘 and 𝑚 are both hubs and are in set K.
If we find a new hub 𝑘, ℎ* = 1 addressed by the uniform function ℎ! =
1,
𝑖𝜖𝐾
S
. Note that the new network has to contain p hubs, so ∑*,- ℎ* = 𝑝.
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
The fixed cost of building this hub is marked as 𝑦* , so that the hub construction cost
would be ∑ ∑*,- ℎ* 𝑦* .
The mathematical formulation of the MOPAP in this paper is modeled as the following:
Minimize 𝑧. (ℎ, 𝑥) = ∑!,(,*,+ ,$ 𝑤!( 𝑐!(*+ + ∑ ∑*,- ℎ* 𝑦*
Minimize 𝑧1 (ℎ, 𝑥) = ∑

!,(,*,+ 𝑤!(*+
!'('*'+
!'+
*'(

subject to
^

*,-

ℎ* = 𝑝. (1)

𝑤!(* ≥ 0 ∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 (2)
ℎ* ∈ {0, 1} ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 (3)
∄ 𝑎𝑟𝑐 (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸 𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 ℎ! = 0, ℎ( = 0 (4)
𝑎𝑟𝑐 (𝑘, 𝑚) ∈ 𝐸, ∀𝑘, 𝑚 ∈ 𝐾 (5)
The first objective 𝑧. is to minimize the total cost including the marginal link cost, the
fixed link cost and fixed hub cost, which will maximize profit in equation (1) where 𝜋 =
𝑇𝑅 − 𝑧. , holding TR as a constant. The second objective 𝑧1 is to minimize the flow on the 2stop route, which minimizes 𝑥$% and increases 𝑥"# at the same time, overall resulting in
increasing passengers’ utility level in equation (3) where 𝑈 (𝑋) = −𝜔$% 𝑥$%& 𝜔"# 𝑥"# +
∑!'"# 𝜔! 𝑥! . 𝑧1 may have the potential to rise TR and thus should be considered for
!'$%

profitability.
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Constraint (1) makes sure that there are p hubs in total are installed in the network.
Constraint (2) ensures that if a hub 𝑘 is build, then the flow on the route i-j should be send
via it. Constraint (3) ensures all the nodes are considered as candidates of hubs, so that the
calculation error is avoided in constraint (1). Constraint (4) makes sure that no spokes are
connect to each other. Constraint (5) ensures that all the hubs are interconnected and the edges
among hubs are included in the Graph G.
Although the two objectives seem to be related since minimizing the flow on the twostop route may decrease the total transportation cost intuitively, there exists a trade-off
between the two objectives 𝑧. and 𝑧1 . This is intuitive from economical perspective, that the
higher level of passengers’ satisfaction meaning more investment in building hubs and thus
higher total cost. The complete proof is given by Soylu and Katip (2019). To address it
simply, if the minimized solution of 𝑧. = 𝑧.2 + 𝑧.3 is founded, where 𝑧.2 represents the
total cost of direct and 1-stop flight and 𝑧.3 = 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∗ 𝑧1 represents the
total cost of 2-stop flights. If we want to reduce 𝑧.3 by ∆𝑧, then 𝑧.2 has to increase by more
than ∆𝑧 otherwise 𝑧. would not be considered as an optimum solution. Therefore, it
demonstrates a trade-off between 𝑧. and 𝑧1 , which is consistent with the experiment result
in this paper. The trade trade-off between the two objectives 𝑧. and 𝑧1 should yield an
isoquant curve for the linear fit of the data from equation (1). For example, to yield maximum
level of profit, several pairs of 𝑧. ∗ and 𝑧1 ∗ are chosen. Transferring the profit in equation
(1), we may assume 𝜋 = 𝑇𝑅 − 𝑅𝐶 = 𝛼𝑧1 − 𝛽𝑧. . To obtain same amount of 𝜋 ∗ , 𝑧1 will
have to decrease with the increase of 𝑧. .
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4. Methodology
This experimental study uses samples from the Turkish Network (TN) data set in the ORlibrary contributed by Dr. Kara (2011). The data set includes 81 airports in the Turkish
aviation network along with travel distances, travel times, flow, fixed link costs between the
81 nodes in the form of matrices and a list of fixed hub costs for the 81 cities. Tan and Kara
(2007) contribute the distance, time and fixed hub costs in TN. Cetiner et al. (2010) calculate
the flow data in their research paper in TN. Alumur et al. (2009) contribute the fixed link
costs values to the TN data set.
The sample set includes 17 nodes in List1 from TN and are ranked according to the
passenger flows (expect the biggest hub, Istanbul) by Soylu and Katip (2019). The flow is not
published, and therefore, Soylu & Katip (2019) partitioned the fixed flow number from the
origin to the destination according to the ratio of the using the passenger density in the
airports. The busier the airports are, the higher portion of the flow it will take which is
estimated as following.
𝑤!( =

𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑖 ∗ 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑗
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑦 − 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑖

{'ADANA': 0, 'ANKARA': 1, 'ANTALYA': 2, 'BALIKESİR': 3, 'BURSA': 4,
'DİYARBAKIR': 5, 'ERZURUM': 6, 'GAZİANTEP': 7, 'KAYSERİ': 8, 'KONYA': 9,
'KÜTAHYA': 10, 'MALATYA': 11, 'MUĞLA': 12, 'SAMSUN': 13, 'SİVAS': 14, 'TRABZON':
15, 'VAN': 16}
List 1: Airport Names and Index
In the mathematical model, the link cost on the route 𝑖 − 𝑗 passing through the hubs 𝑘
and 𝑚 as 𝑐!(*+ , where 𝑘, 𝑚 𝜖𝐾 is defined as 𝑐!(*+ = 𝛾𝑑!* + 𝛼𝑑*+ + 𝛿𝑑+( . Due to the
network effect explained before, the discounted factor 𝛼 between hubs 𝑘 and 𝑚 is
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suggested by Tan and Kara (2007) to be set as 0.9 while 𝛾 = 𝛿 = 1. To modify the link cost,
hub cost, total transportation cost so that the three variables have same order of magnitude,
Demır et al (2019) introduced transportation cost multiplier, fixed hub cost multiplier and
fixed link cost multiplier. The reference multiplier is the fixed link cost and thus is set to 1.
Demır et al (2019) test the total transportation cost multiplier and set it to be 10^(-7), and
fixed hub cost multiplier is set to be 0.2. Therefore, the first objective function is measured as
following:
Minimize 𝑧. (ℎ, 𝑥) = ^

!,(,*,+ ,$

𝑤!( 𝑐!(*+ + ^ ^

*,-

ℎ* 𝑦*

= 1056 ^!,(,*,+ ,$ 𝑤!( (𝑑!* + 0.9𝑑*+ + 𝑑+( ) + 0.2 ^ ^
*,+ ,-

*,-

ℎ* 𝑦*

Noticing that flow is the only measurement in the second objective function, there is no need
to adjust the magnitude of this variable.
The MOPAP is a NP-complete (nondeterministic polynomial) problem, meaning that the
algorithm will run in polynomial time, and algorithms for NP-complete problems are usually
inefficient. Currently, there are n =17 nodes in this sample, and if the goal is to set p hubs,
meaning then there are m7)n =

7!
)!(75))!

ways to select hubs and from there, we can select a

set of optimal solutions that is on the Pareto optimal frontier and thus realize the goal of linear
optimization with two objectives oriented. Notice as the problem size of n grows, the
algorithm requires longer running times that are exponential functions of n since the factorials
grow rapidly.
To guarantee the solutions are optimized, a brute-force approach is used through linear
programming. So, every possible combination of p hubs from n =17 nodes is considered,
where both the total cost of the network and the flow on the two-stop route in the network are
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recorded and plotted so that a Pareto Frontier is found. The program is built in Python 3.8.1
and uses the panda library to read in the spread sheet from the TN dataset as matrices. The
detailed codes for calculation towards two objectives are shown in Algorithm 1 & 2. The
experiment results will be discussed in the later section.

Algorithm 1 The code calculating the first objective
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Algorithm 2 The code calculating the second objective

5. Computation Result
In this MOPAP, a set of solutions with different z1 and z2 objective values are computed
through Python. The most efficient and optimal among the solutions should be examined to
help make the decision of the p-hubs’ locations. A solution is considered as an optimal
solution when there does not exist another solution that one objective function has less value
with the other objective function holding the same value.
A “Pareto Front” is a set of the feasible optimal solutions that shows the boundary of all
solutions, and final decision should lie on the Pareto Front. From the result in the Figure 2, it
is observable that the optimal solutions are discrete and thus the Preto Front is made up by
vertical and horizontal lines. The reference point shows the worst z1 and z2 value on the
Pareto Front which gives audience a sense of the range of the optimal solutions. Also, if the
reference point lies on the Pareto Front, it means that there is one and only one optimal
solution in the solution set. From Figure 1-6, there is an educative guess that optimal solution
sets with p=3 conclude some optimal solutions with p=2. For example, if {a, b} is an optimal
solution, then {a, b, c} is very likely to an optimal solution for p=3 with a third hub c.
To better explore the relation between two objectives, the method of “curve fit” is used to
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approximate the function of z2 dependent on z1 using optimal solutions lie on Pareto Font as
sample plots from Python’s library “numpy.optimization.” However, due to the difference in
the magnitude of z1 and z2, a weight, the flow multiplier, is added to z2 so that the curve fit
can be balanced after this linear transformation. The flow multiplier does not significantly
change the numerical result of the total network cost (Table 2) nor the hub selections, but it
affects the link cost slightly since it reflects how important the flow is while making decisions
on hub-spoke edge, which hub to connect for a spoke. Also, decreasing the flow multiplier
adds more feasible optimal solutions to the Pareto Front (Figure 1 &2). This makes sense
since more combinations of hubs should be concluded in decision set when the flows are not
as important, meaning that more diversity in choosing hob-spoke edges if consumer’s demand
are weighed less.
Curve fit results demonstrate convexity meaning that they have diminishing derivatives.
The convex lines show that there exists a trade-off between z1 and z2. Convexity reveals the
fact that the marginal rate of substitution between z1 and z2 decreases. This makes sense
because a higher-cost (high z1 value) network is more connected and concludes higher link
cost that serves more consumers with fewer stops (low z2 value) so that it provides better
services. The convex lines can also be understood as an approximation of the indifference
curve (IC) in the Economics, meaning that there’s no preference or same utility gained in
choosing the solutions on the same IC. So, any solution on the curve should be considered
while making the choice.
CPU running time in Table1 is calculated using “time.clock()” in Python which returns
the current processor time expressed in seconds. From Table1, it is observable that the CPU
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time increases significantly (polynomial time) as the p increases in the small size example
(n=17). Thus, it is very hard to compute as the sample size increases with the brute force
search.

Figure 3, p=2 fm=0.5e-5

Figure 4. Demo of the geographic location

Figure 5. p=2 fm=1e-5

Figure 6. p=3 fm=1e-5

Figure 7. p=4 fm=0.5e-5

Figure 8. p=5 fm=0.5e-5
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p # mu (e-5)

Hub Selection

Z1

Z2/mu (e6)

CPU

2#1

[10,12]

240.56

5.39

0.7357604

2 # 0.5

[10,12]

240.47

5.39

0.8801385

3#1

[2,9,14]

333.23

6.33

1.19725

4 # 0.5

[5,6,8,11]

485.46

8.29

2.2568041

5 # 0.5

[1,5,6,8,11]

1014.86

7.47

4.8788541

5 # 0.5

[5,6,9,10,13]

532.60

11.87

5.1175987
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Table 2 Snapshot of Optimal Solutions for p = 2, 3, 4, 5, while n =17.

6. Conclusion
In this article, a multi-objective p-hub allocation problem is studied, which is the hub
location problem embedded with two different objectives: 1) Minimize the total network cost;
2) Minimize the flow on the 2-stop route. Python script is used to carry out the calculation
using a brute-force algorithm which guarantees the solution to be optimal. Based on the
mathematical model, a discrete optimal solution set is computed as result. Since the bruteforce search p-hub location problem is NLP, the sample size must decrease in order to
compute efficiently. So, 17 sample airports are chosen from the Turkish Network database.
From the result, it is observable that the CPU processing time increases in polynomial
time with increasing in the p value. The optimal solution set seems to be conclusive from the
result, that is, the solution set with higher p value seems to conclude that with the lower p
value. Also, the optimal solutions demonstrate a convexity curve fit line which reveals the
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diminishing marginal rate of substitution or trade-off between two objectives. The hypothesis
of a trade-off between number of stops and the cost of operation is examined by the
computational result.
However, since this model is simplified, many complex factors in the airline industry that
cause the selection of the hub airports are not taken into consideration. For example, few
companies being oligopoly in certain airports and routes, capacity of airports, flexibility of
schedule-planning will affect flow or the demand of an aviation network, and dynamic pricing
etc. Therefore, it is not precise to use fixed demand as this paper did. Also, all the hubs are
interconnected with spoke not connected to more than one hub. This assumption is to simplify
the problem domain and not realist in actual airline industry due to the high cost. More
advanced algorithms like genetic algorithm can be implemented to the model with bigger
sample size, even though the optimal solution will not be guaranteed. The relationship
between the results (z1, z2) of p=2 and p=3 is also interesting to investigate for further study.
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